Literature Circle Response and Discussion Guide (5 total requirements)

Name: ________________________

Title ________________________  Pages or chapter(s) _________  Due: _________

*Rewrite 1 statement below backing it up with evidence from the passage.

- The author shows that ______________ is ______________ by…..
- ______________ did ______________ because…..
- The best decision ______________ made in this passage was ______________ because…..

________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

*A good/different title for this chapter (or passage) would be ________________________.

because: __________________________________________

________________________________________________

*Choose at least 2 passages to sticky note, code and then comment below, including page number, brief description of the passage and reason you marked it. ! = a passage that struck you as being interesting, surprising, exciting, moving; ? = a passage that confused you, made you think “what if…?”, “how come?”, “why?”, or “I wonder?”; T.S. = text to self and how it helps you understand the story, character, or emotion expressed. T.T. = text to text – book, movie, song, piece of art, photograph, or T.W. = text to real-world event; P = a prediction.

1. __________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

* A potential word of the day, ________________________ is found in paragraph ____________.

Its meaning is: __________________________________________

*I derived its meaning from (circle one): the dictionary, computer, another person, context.

If there are no good words of the day then find at least 2 vivid verbs and write them here along with the page number you found them on: